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PART _ A

Short answer type questions. Answer alt questions. Each carries one marK.
1. Define income elasticity of demand.
2 Define Variable
3. What is lvlarginal Revenue ?
4. Girren Q = 700 -2P +0.02y, where p =25 and y = 5000. Find income elasticityof demand.
5 Given TC = 2q, * 6q + S00 Find MC
6 Given TR = 1100Q - 5Q2, TC = 1200 + 40Q, then profit function is (6x1=g)

PART _ B

Short essay type questions. Answer any six questions. Each carries two marks.
7. Explain the scope of mathematics in economics.
8. Expiain compensaied demand function.
9. what do you mean by homogeneous production function ?

10 Explain the properties of cobb-Dougras production function.
11 Given the following inverse supply and demand function for a good, find the- equilibrium priceand quantity. ps =2q+ 1; pd= _q2 + 4
12. Given the tctal revenue function TR = 12e _ e2. Find MR and AR.
13 Maximize the following total revenue TR = 32Q - e2(1) Find the criticalvalue(s)

{2) Test second order condition.

14 Given Q= 700-2P + 0.02y Where p=25 and y=5000 Find income etasticityof demand.
(6x2=l/7

P.T.O.
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PART _ C

. Answer any four questions. Each carries three marks.

15. Explain ordinary demand functions.

16. Determine the levei of homogeneity and returns to scale for each of the following

production functions.

a) Q=x2+6xy+7y2

b) O=x3+xy2+3y3+x2y.

17. Find the profit-maximizing level of a) output b) price. when

Qr = 5200 - 10P., Q2= 8200 - zaP2and c = 0.1Q,' + 0 1Q1Q, + 0.2Qr'+ 325

1B Given the following total cost TC function TC = Q3-5Q2 + 60Q, find (1)the
average cost AC function, (2) the critical value at which AC is minimized and

{3) the minimum average cost.

19 Given Q = 700 -2P + 002Y, where P =25 and Y =5000 Find (a) the price

elasticity of demand and (b) the income elasticity of demand

20. Use the MR = MC method to (a) maximize profit and (b) check the second-order

conditions, Given TR = 1400Q- 7.5Q2, TC = Q3- 6Q2 + 140Q + 750. (4x3=12)

PART _ D
Long essay type questions. Answer any two questions. Each carries five marks.

21. Explain the price and output determinaticn under discriminating monopcly.

22 Explain the mathematical relationship between AR. MR and elasticity of

demand.

-23 What is CES production function ? Explain the properties of CES production

function.

24. What is mathematical economics ? Explain the role of mathematics in

economics (2x5=10)


